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The instability conditions for first-order spin waves in a sample with laminar domain structure are 
calculated. Equations for the spin wave amplitudes. the dispersion relation. and an expression for the 
threshold field are obtained for an arbitrary orientation of the microwave field. The threshold 
conditions for a perpendicular domain structure with various forms of pumping are analyzed in 
detail. The dependence of the threshold field on the stationary field is discussed for various pumping 
conditions and sample properties. 

Theoretical and experimental studies of magnetic 
resonances in ferrite samples with domain struc
ture[1-5] have shown that the resonance conditions 
largely depend on the demagnetizing fields of the sample 
and the domains, and therefore on the form of the do
main structure. 

The presence of domain structure should also alter 
significantly the conditions of parametric spin-wave 
excitation. In fact, the experimental results [6,7] ob
tained with single-crystal and polycrystalline ferrite 
samples with domain structure have exhibited a num
ber of interesting features in the dependence of the 
threshold fields on the stationary external magnetic 
field (frequency dependence, dependence on the satura
tion magnetization, and the anisotropy field). From 
these results we can infer the Significant influence, on 
the conditions of parametriC spin-wave excitation, of 
changes in the orientations of the domain magnetic 
moments and the proximity of the ferromagnetic res
onance frequency to the pumping frequency (an analog 
to the proximity effect of the secondary to the primary 
frequency in samples magnetized to saturation [8]). 

Courtney [9] calculated the threshold fields with 
parallel pum~ing for the perpendicular domain structure 
discussed in 2]. However, in [9] he considered only the 
parametric excitation of spin waves due to the micro
wave field components parallel to the equilibrium orien
tation of the domain magnetic moments, and did not take 
into account the perpendicular components of the field, 
thus obtaining results that contradicted the experimental 
data [6,7]. 

It is the aim of the present work to calculate the 
threshold fields for spin-wave instability in the domains 
of a single-crystal sample, taking into account the inter
action of the magnetic moments with all the components 
of the external microwave field. We consider a spheri
cal single crystal with cubic symmetry and a negative 
first anisotropy constant (Kl < 0). The stationary ex
ternal field Ho is directed along the [110] axis. In this 
case there can exist two types of domain (the two 
nearest directions of easy magnetization) with magnetic 
moments at the same angle to the external field direc
tion (M1 and M2 in Fig. 1). We assume that the domains 
are in the form of laminas perpendicular to the (001) 
plane, and the domain walls make an angle a with the 
[110] axis [4,5]. 

The calculation is performed with the following 
simplifying assumptions: 1) the domain walls are im
mobile; 2) the interactions of spin waves in neighboring 
domains are neglected; 3) in each domain the spin waves 
are regarded as plane waves, and the boundary condi-
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tions at the sample and domain boundaries are not taken 
into account. 

The solution of the static problem can be written in 
the form [2,4] 

O,=8, O,=n-8, rp,=<:p,=n/4, V,=V,=i/z, 

. [4nM IK,I ] (1) 110 = sm 8 -3- + M (3 sin' 8-2) • 

where Vi is the relative volume of the i-th domain. 

The following coordinate systems are used in the 
calculation (Fig. 1): 

1) the general coordinate system x, y, z; 

2) the local coordinate system xi, Yi' Zi for each do
main, where zi is parallel to the equilibrium direction 
of the magnetic moment of the given domain, Xi lies in 
the (110) plane, Yl is along the [110] axis, and Y2 is 
along the [1101 axis. 

We denote the relative magnetic moment of the first 
domain by a = M/M, that of the second domain by 
f3 = M2/M; the cyclic variables are 

a+=a +iN = '\1 N e'h XI ....... 111 £...J v;..1I. , 

• 
and the components of the external microwave field 

h,=hoax cos wt, h,=hoa, cos wl, h,=hoa, cos wt. 

The components of the effective fields acting on the 
magnetic moment of the first domain are given in the 
local coordinate system below. 

1. External field: 
lIex ,,=-h, sin 8+ (llo+h,) cos 8, 

Hex ,,=h, cos 8+ (Ho+h,) sin 8, 

2. Anisotropy field, including the nonlinear terms: 

H axl=- (lVxxz/xxo.z2+N:r.zlX1.3+ NXX2Zax2az + N:JC/J2zCt.1I2a:) 1 

Ilay,=- (NYYhCtllctz2+Ny-zyzr.:t.xC1.4Xz) , 

H8%I=- (NnzlZxrLz2+Nttly" z3) , 

where NXXZ2 , Nxz 3 , ... , are functions of (} and I Kll/M 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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and are determined from the expression for the anisotropy pears in Ak the term Na specified by the conditions 
energy. of static equilibrium (1). 

We include here only the anisotropy-field nonlinear 
terms that affect the condition of parametric excitation 
of first-order spin waves (Wk = w/2). 

3. Demagnetization field of the sample: 

lI .. ,=-i/anM[ao+ao'+ (~o+~o') cos 28+2sin 28 L 

II su,=-i/3n1l1[ cto-a,,' -~o+~o'), 

II,,,=-i/anM[ (~o+~o')sin 28+48in' 8]. 

4. Demagnetization field of the domains: 

where 

Hdx,=_i/,N,MP cos 0 sin a, 

Hdy,=i/,N,MP cos a, 

Ild"=-i/,N,,MP sin 0 sin a, 

P=p, cos 8 sin a+ip, cos a, 

and Ny is the demagnetization factor of the domain. 

(6) 

(7) 

( 8) 

The exchange field and the field of the dipole-dipole 
interaction in the spin wave for the first domain can be 
written in the same form as for a sample magnetized 
to saturation [8]. 

The equation of motion for the first domain is 

(9) 

After the expressions (4)-(8) for the effective fields 
are substituted in Eq. (9) we obtain a general equation 
of motion for the magnetic moment in the first domain. 
A similar equation is obtained for the second domain. 
From these equations and their complex conjugates we 
obtain a system of equations for the uniform precession 
and for the spin wave amplitudes in each domain. 

Since we shall be interested below in calculating the 
instability threshold of first-order spin waves, we must 
separate from the equation of motion of the spin-wave 
amplitudes the part linear in ak, ao, f30, and h, which 
can be written in the form [10] 

where 
Ak=Nn+Wook2+1/2UJ.'\f sin2 SII! Bk =i/2CJ.hc sinZ 8i1 e2i<}Ii+N,-, 

Ck=_1/2UJ.u sin ek cos ek (aGe-·i<Jllr+ao~e;'J'I<) 

+2NII «(,(o+ao') - '/12W-" (~o+~o') sin 28 

(10) 

-i/,N,"W"P sin 8 sin a, (11) 
Dk=-wf',[ sin ell. cos 8k e>1pl<cx.o+2N II (to+Nt o,oao·, 

N,=w,( -2+8 sin' 8-'1, sin' 8), N,='I,wasin' 8(2-3 sin' 8), 

NI1 ='!,w, sin 28(2-3 sin' 8), N,','=-'I,w, 5in28(2+3 sin' 8), 

w>1=4ny1l1, "WM=yM, w,'=1D, w,=yiK.\IM, 

k(k, 8k, <Pk) is the wave vector of the spin wave in the 
local coordinate system of the first domain; and 8k and 
<Pk are the polar and azimuthal angles of k (<Pk is 
measured from the Xl axis in the X1Y1 plane). 

The presence of domain structure significantly alters 
the equation of motion: additional terms appear due to 
the demagnetization fields of the domains (the term with 
Ny in Ck) and the demagnetization fields of the sample, 
related to uniform precession in the second domain 
(the term with f30 + f3ci in Ck); instead of the external 
field, the demagnetization field of the sample at con
stant magnetization, and the anisotropy field, there ap-
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The inclusion of the nonlinear terms in the anisotropy 
field (5), as in the case of a sample magnetized to satu
ration, leads to the appearance of an additional aniso
tropic coupling between the spin wave and the uniform 
precession. 

Using the Holstein-Primakoff transformation for 
anisotropic media [11], we obtain from Eq. (10) an equa
tion involving Bk and the dispersion relation for spin 
waves in the domain: 

w.'=A,'-iB,i'=(N,+w"k'+w." sin' 0,,) (N,+w"k') 

-N,.(w." sin' 8" cos 2rp,,+N,.), 

which agrees with the dispersion relation obtained 
in [9]. 

(12) 

From the equation for B~i setting Wk = w/2, we ob
tain in the usual manner [8,1 an expression for the 
threshold field: 

/j.H, 00 

h thr =-2-TWI' ( 13) 

where ~Hk is related to the spin-wave attenuation 
parameter 17k (which is introduced by replacing Wk 
with wk + i1Jk) by ~k = 217kh. 

Further calculation of the threshold is a matter of 
solving the system of equations for uniform precession 
for specific models of the domain structure (angle a) 
and minimizing the threshold field (13) with respect to 
8k and <Pk (using Wk = w/2) for each value of the field 
(the corresponding value of 8 is then given by Eq. (1)). 

Using a solution of the system of equations for uni
form precession in the form 

we obtain 

'X (N I1 QA·+N,·,.qL)+B, [2Nu (QL+QA')-~(PL'+PA')sin28 
12 

N,ro" ] -~!l' p q sin8sin a + B,(a, cos 8+a, sin 8), 

(14) 

!l' pq(QL+q A '-PL-P.< ')cos 8 sin a+i(qL-Q.4·+PL-PA ')cos a. (15) 

Let us consider the simplest type of perpendicular 
domain structure [2,4,5]. The solution of the equations 
for uniform precession under various excitation condi
tions [4] is given in the table. 

Longitudinal excitation 
Antisymmetric transverse Symmetric transverse 
excitation excitation 

hz #0, hx = htJ =0 hx #0, "lI=hz =O hy #0, hx = hz = 0 

ro +d L '" +dA '" -'- "S 
qL ro; _ (02 cos e - ---siqe -;---

Uli- ro2 ooi-(!)'2 

q;' 
Ul-rl L 

- wi _ 002 COS 0 
oo-dA 

wi _ 002 si'1 e 
ro - dS 

-i W;_(OI 

PL q," -qL -fJL 

p~4. q~ -q~ -q:1 

Note: the following notation is used in the table: dp; wa (5 sin' 8 -2), dA ; 
'/3WM + wa(5 sin'8 - 2), dS; '/3WM sin'8 + (I - sin'8) [wa (9 sin'8 - 2) + 
N-yWML wi; {(I - sin'8) [wa (9 sin'8 - 2) + N-yWM] + '/3WM sin'8} ['/3WM + 
wa (5 sin'8 - 2)], w;; wa (I - sin'8) X (5 sin'8 - 2) ['/3wM + wa (9 sin'8 - 2)], 
and W I and W2 are the ferromagnetic resonance frequencies under transverse and 
longitudinal excitation [,,4,,]. 
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By making use of the expressions given in the table 
for the amplitude of the uniform precession, we can 
write the corresponding expressions for the W function 
under various pumping conditions. 

F or parallel pumping: hz '" 0, hx = hy = 0, 

( 16) 

For antisymmetric perpendicular pumping: hx '" 0, 
hy= hz =0, 

(17) 

For symmetric perpendicular pumping: hy '" 0, hx = hz 
=0, 

(18) 

Here 

Tt = -- SIn Ok cos 81t A~ + - e1"k - -- A" - - e-i~" WM . [( W). B.' ( W ) 
2 2 IB.I' 2 

-I-2iB. sin '!'.] -N, [A. +~-~(A.-~)] 
2 IB.I' 2' 

T,=T'+B.(N,- :,. sin 28), 

T =-sm8.cos8. A.+- e'·'+-- A.-- e-4 , , WM. [( W). B.' ( W ) 
:! 2 IB.I' 2 

+2B.cos'!'.J-N,[A.+; +I:'~', (A.-;)] (19) 

T,A=-T'-B, [N,+-::i." sin 28 ('/,rt-'/2Ny) ], 

N,='/,w, sin 28 (4-3 sin' 8); N,='l,w, sin 28(1-3 sin' 8), 

N.='/,w. sin 28 (2-3 sin' 8). 

From Eqs. (16)-(18) for W it is clear that in the 
cases of parallel and antisymmetric perpendicular pump
ing we are dealing essentially with oblique pumping, when 
the instability threshold depends not only on the inter
action of the microwave field with the longitudinal com
ponent of the spin-wave magnetic moment (terms Bk sin e 
in Eq. (16) and Bk cos e in Eq. (17)), but also in the in
teraction of the spin wave with the uniform precession in 
the domain (first terms in Eqs. (16) and (17)). 

For parallel pumping in sufficiently strong fields 
(near the saturation value) the threshold is essentially 
specified by parallel pumping (sine~ 1, cos e~o); as the 
field strength is reduced, the contribution from per
pendicular pumping increases and that from parallel 
pumping decreases. In this effect the proximity of the 
resonance frequency W2 to the pumping frequency is 
significant (coincidence effect of the secondary and 
primary resonances). 

When the values of wpum and W2 max are sufficiently 
close, a decrease in the threshold field can be expected; 
then in the fields corresponding to W 2 max there will be 
a threshold-field minimum (Fig. 2, curve 1). As the 
pumping frequency rises the depth of this minimum de
creases, and at comparatively high frequencies the 
threshold field rises monotonically as Ho decreases. 

(Jpuml 

CUfmtn FIG. 2. The reso-
nance frequencies (dashes) 

t 6J pum1 and threshold fields (solid 
lines) as functions of the 

'''''-.......... (J purnn stationary field Ho under 
various excitation condi-

G.lzm4:t -c.;-:;;-"', tions. 
" \ 

0 
I \ H sat Ho 
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A similar effect can be observed in samples with dif
ferent w2 max. This conclusion is in qualitative agree
ment with the experimental results [6,7J. In contrast to 
the parallel case, for antisymmetric perpendicular 
pumping the threshold in strong fields is specified es
sentially by the perpendicular pumping; as the stationary 
field is reduced, the relative weight of the latter com
pared to the parallel pumping is decreased. However, 
we must remember that the relative weights of per
pendicular and parallel pumping depend on the relation 
between the pumping frequency and WI min. If wpum 
< WI min, then in the vicinity of the saturation field the 
threshold field should exhibit a minimum followed by 
a monotonic rise (Fig. 2, curve 2). If wpum >wImin, 
then in this same vicinity a threshold-field maximum 
should occur; as Ho decreases and WI approaches the 
pumping frequency, the threshold field should decrease 
and reach a minimum at WI=Wpum (Fig. 2, curve 3). 

In the case of symmetric perpendicular pumping, 
purely perpendicular pumping occurs in the domains. 
Qualitatively, we should expect the threshold fields to 
depend on the stationary field in a manner similar to 
the case of anti symmetric pumping. However, the dif
ference in the conditions of spin-wave excitation 
(perpendicular and oblique pumping) can introduce 
significant differences in the values of the threshold 
fields and their dependence on the stationary field. The 
dependence of the threshold field on Ho can be deter
mined more accurately by minimizing Eq. (13) for the 
various pumping conditions (16)-(18). 

From the preceding analysis of the spin-wave excita
tion conditions for a perpendicular domain structure it 
is clear that oblique or perpendicular pumping always 
occurs in the domains for every orientation of the 
pumping field; accordingly, the proximity effect of the 
secondary to the primary resonance, together with a 
sharp drop in the threshold field, is always possible. 
Evidently, this effect will occur for any domain struc
ture in which ferromagnetic resonance of the uniform 
preceSSion of the domain magnetic moment is possible. 
As a confirmation we may cite the results obtained in 
polycrystalline ferrite samples [6,7J. 
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